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Report preface: 
 

Association for Educational Development EKVALIS through the 2020 Annual Report 

highlights: 

 

Educational programs 

Workshops & Youth Engagement 

Campaigns and public actions 

Direct youth work and informal learning 

Networking and partnership 

Publications 

Contribution to Educational Reforms 

 

Throughout the past year, Ekvalis has been determined to keep up with the work with 

youth, no matter what means it had to take as 2020 was an enormous challenge for the 

young people.  

At the end of this report, Ekvalis has made a provisional engagement in numbers and can 

proudly announce than in 2020 Ekvalis through its activities engaged around 3500 

people of which around 680 direct beneficiaries and 2832 indirect beneficiaries. 

The report also includes inflow and outflow financial report of the organization. 

EKVALIS expresses gratitude to all donors, supporters, experts, institutions, commercial 

partners, media and most of all volunteers and activist who have made 2020 a successful 

year. 

This was a very significant year for Ekvalis, as the organization started officially operation 

with a youth space in the central area of Skopje and later in the year it begun working on 

national level, involving youth from more than 20 towns from all around the country in 

its activities. 
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Throughout 2020, Ekvalis has been continuing to implement the programs that already 

are becoming a tradition, such as the “What’s Gender Got to Do With It” program for 

gender equality. However, Ekvalis implemented some new programs as well, providing 

even more young people with the opportunity to gain knowledge and skills but to also 

engage in direct actions themselves. Due to the state of pandemic and the police curfews, 

all of the educational programs had to go online, which presented an opportunity for 

learning for everyone, while being one of the most unusual challenges faced by that time. 

However, all of the educational programs and activities were being successfully 

implemented and around 680 young people directly benefited from the implementation 

of these programs, while around 2800 were indirectly benefiting from the 

implementation of these programs.  

The most significant programs that Ekvalis realized throughout 2020 are listed below: 

 

Youth Program for Online Activism 

In the beginning of 2020, Ekvalis, in collaboration with PINA realized the Youth Program 

for Online Activism. Due to the pandemic, the Youth Program for Online Activism was 

fully readapted and redesigned to make it possible for a complete online implementation. 

This program involved 20 young people from the Skopje region who were engaged into 

learning about online media tools and mobile journalism and were, then, provided with 

the opportunity to try all of those tools, hands on, using versatile platforms for creating 

the content and posting it on Ekvalis’ social media accounts. 

 

The participants of this program were continuously 

mentored by media and youth professionals with an 

expertise that helped them empower the participants to 

noticeably grow into eager youth activists by the end of 

the Youth Program for Online Activism. 

Within the Youth Program for Online Activism, 

participants were working on creating multimedia 

products such as videos, pictures and memes to raise 

awareness on certain issue. 
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“Anti-DiscriminACTion“ - Youth Activists 
Combating Discrimination and Promoting 
Equality 
 

The third project implemented with the support from European Youth Foundation – 
EYF, was focused on learning about discrimination and about ways to combat it in the 
Macedonian society. The project called “Anti-DiscriminACTion “- Youth Activists 
Combating Discrimination and Promoting Equality, even though was supposed to be 
implemented in a physical space, had to be also fully redesigned and rethought, so its 
implementation could happen online. 

The project involved several different tools through which young people learned about 

discrimination and ways to combat it and got inspired about creating a content for raising 

awareness on this issue, as well. Therefore, the whole project involved using podcasts, 

online group work, video creation and photo essays. With a mentorship support from a 

professional video creator, participants created 3 video stories, each featuring a story of 

a different person from a different marginalized group. As a follow-up, a photo exhibition 

with the photo-essays was set in Ekvalis’ youth space and a panel discussion that involved 

an audience of more than 70 people from around the country. On the Panel Discussion 

there were 4 panelists – 3 of them people who were representing a particular 

marginalized group and talking about the discrimination these specific groups face daily 

within the system and the fourth panelist was Jagoda Shahpaska, Minister of Social Work 

and Social Politics. 
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Youth Program for Feminist Slam-poetry 

Within the traditional program of Ekvalis, “What’s 

Gender Got to Do With It”, this year Ekvalis organized the 

Youth Program for Feminist Slam-poetry. Prior to the 

realization of this Program, Ekvalis’ team trained 8 peer 

educators who then led the whole educational aspect of 

the Program, with the support and mentorship of Ekvalis’ 

youth workers and educators. Besides the theoretical 

educational aspects, the program in its second phase 

involved a training for writing and performing slam-

poetry. For this part, Ekvalis cooperated with the poetess 

Elena Prendzova, who is an activist for the rights of 

women and a slam poetess.  

To ensure safe space and environment and to emphasize the need for a higher 

participation of women in the education, this Program only included female identifying 

participants.  

Poems that participants wrote were publicly performed and all of the performances were 

recorded and posted on Ekvalis’ social media accounts. 

 

Youth Edu-Kit and Engagement through 

Youth Campaigns 

Ekvalis, in cooperation with three other organizations, Youth Educational Forum-YEF 

(MOF), HERA and Psihoterapika, in the second half of 2020 was implementing the project 

Youth Edu-Kit and Engagement through Youth Campaigns, supported by Foundation 

Open Society – Macedonia. As a part of this project, a series of master classes were 

implemented for more than 300 high school students. The master classes were focusing 

on 4 different topics, each concerning the expertise of each of the 4 partner organizations. 

For the purpose of this project, Ekvalis cooperated with more around 20 different 

individuals, including an expert from the Helsinki Committee for Human Rights, to create 

the content and implement the master classes. 

The methodology used during these master classes 

was through debates, interactive presentations and 

12 video lessons on different topics that Ekvalis 

produced in the frame of this project.  
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Conversation with an Activist 

One of the regular activities that Ekvalis kept realizing on a monthly level was 

Conversation with an activist. Every month, Ekvalis’ youth had the opportunity to talk to 

and get inspired from a different person whose 

activism is noticeably crucial for the growth of 

the Macedonian society.  

As a part of this activity, Ekvalis had tackled a 

variety of societal issues that the guest-speaker 

activists are working on such as, feminism, 

LGBTIQ+ rights, environmentalism, social care 

etc. 

 

Ekvalis Summer Festival 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all of the 

festivals for the summer 2020 were canceled 

and the plan to participate on D-Festival in the 

southern town of Dojran was unable to be 

accomplished. Therefore, Ekvalis’ volunteers 

came up with the idea to organize an online 

festival. This online festival, called EKVALIS 

FEST involved a group of around 25 volunteers 

working in teams to create, organize and 

implement the content, while ensuring to offer a 

very diverse program to their peers out there. 

The festival encompassed music concerts, game nights, DJ sets, cooking workshops, slam-

poetry and other smaller digital activities such as Instagram quizzes or voting polls. 
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Activist Choir 

In the beginning of 2020, Ekvalis’ 

Activist Choir started operating. The 

youth group rehearsed the songs with 

a professional conductor and in early 

March they performed on 4 different 

locations, singing the song “Another 

Brick in the Wall” alluding to the 

commonly criticized educational 

system of North Macedonia. 

Sadly, the Activist Choir was the very 

one activity that had to be completely 

removed from Ekvalis’ agenda, as the risk of getting infected in that environment was too 

high and the possibility to rehearse online wasn’t an applicable choice. 

However, Ekvalis, together with its voluntary group has been seeking and finding a lot of 

other ways to keep up the youth activism.  

 

Writing for (LGBTIQA+) rights 

Writing for (LGBTIQA+) rights was 

one of the many ways Ekvalis’ 

volunteers succeeded to bring the 

public attention to a certain issue. 

This time, the volunteers wrote 

letters to Ministers and Public 

institution Representatives to stress 

the issues that LGBTIQA+ people are 

facing in North Macedonia and to call 

for further actions. 
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Petition with 3000+ signatures 

Ekvalis also filed a petition with more than 3000 signatures to the Ministry of the 

Education and the Minister in service then, Arber Ademi, to call for adaptation of the 

amount of school material for the students this year, as they’ve missed a lot of the classes 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Besides this, Ekvalis has been acting in other ways to raise the awareness on the present 

issues in the educational system too. Therefore, Ekvalis has been joining the protests of 

the Union of Hugh School Students to support the requests for reforms in the secondary 

education in the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day of volunteers 

On 5th of December, the International Day of Volunteers, Ekvalis had organized a massive 

volunteering action called “100 Hours of Volunteering Work in One Day”. On this action, 

more than 70 young people from around the country joined to do something good for 

their local community. This massive volunteering action lasted throughout the whole day 

and the volunteers met on ZOOM at the end of the day to share their stories and 

experiences from the implementation of their own activity in the local community.  

During this activity, volunteers from around the country accomplished a total of around 

150 hours of voluntary work spent on feeding stray animals, donating food and other 

products, delivering food to COVID-19 patients in isolation, translating to local languages 

articles on Wikipedia etc. 
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In the beginning of 2020, Ekvalis has 

organized a serries of cooking workshops, 

movie nights, board game nights, thematic 

parties like the one for the 8th of March and so 

on. In the later period, Ekvalis has been 

continuing to work with the youth outside of 

the educational programs as well. Even 

though the youth space is now closed for the 

regular informal activities such as, cooking, 

board games, dancing or just 

chatting, Ekvalis’ youth 

workers have been trying to 

uphold a regular 

communication with the 

groups and individual young 

people who visit Ekvalis. 

Therefore, Ekvalis organized 

several online game nights, 

movie nights, informal 

outdoor meetings in the park 

in summer and regularly communicated 

with the youth using phone and social 

networks. 

Besides that, Ekvalis also realized the 

short campaign “Let’s talk”, which served 

as a reminder to the young people that 

Ekvalis’ youth workers are here and open 

to be approached, even though the youth 

space isn’t in use at the moment. 
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2020 was a year to flourish in the aspect of Networking for Ekvalis. This third year of its 

existence, Ekvalis has realized more 20 cooperation with 20 different constituents and 

strengthened its existing partnerships, while signing several Mandates for Cooperation 

as well. 

Ekvalis has established a cooperation with the Ministry of Education and entered this 

Ministry’s work-group, MLADI-MON (YOUTH-Ministry of Education) through which it 

strives to contribute to the ongoing and envisioned reforms in the Macedonian 

educational system. Besides this, Ekvalis collaborated with the Ministry of Social Work 

and Social Politics and Agency of Youth and Sport as well. 

In addition, Ekvalis signed a Memorandum of Collaboration with the organizations, PINA, 

NOVUS-Strumica and YCC-Gostivar. 

Within the project, “Youth Edu-Kit and Engagement through Youth Campaigns”, Ekvalis 

established a collaboration with Youth Educational Forum, HERA, Psihoterapika and 

Helsinki Committee for Human Rights, as well. 
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Throughout 2020, Ekvalis issued a publication 

called “Loud about the Queer Experiences in 

the Macedonian Society”, featuring 4 different 

personal stories of 4 queer people living in 

North Macedonia. 

This publication was published through the 

project for LGBTI inclusion 2.0 – digital edition, 

implemented by the LGBTI Support Center and 

Coalition Margins, supported by ILGA Europe. 

Additionally, in collaboration with Forum ZFD, 

Ekvalis’ President, Sanja Mihajlovska, worked 

as an expert to the creation of the handbook for 

trainers in peace education, “A Lesson for 

Peace” (MK: “На час по Мир”), which was also 

published in early 2020. 

 

 

 

 

Ekvalis has been also trying to contribute to reforms in the Macedonian education. In this 

past year, the organization has prepared and suggested a Program for Community Service 

to the Ministry of Education and presented it as a member of the work-group MLADI-

MON within the Ministry. The suggestion envisions an integral community service 

program within the agenda of all public high schools and it is expected to contribute to 

the active citizenship and civic education in North Macedonia. 
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Donors and Partners 
European Endowment for Democracy 

European Youth Foundation/ Council of Europe 

Foundation Open Society – Macedonia 

Helsinki Committee for Human Rights 

People to People International Skopje- Macedonia 

Government of the Republic of North Macedonia 

Ministry of Education 

Ministry of Social Work and Social Politics 

High School “Braka Miladinovci“ 

High Scholl “Shaip Jusuf” 

Union for Youth Work 

National Youth Council 

LGBTI Support Center 

Coalition Margins 

PINA 

NOVUS – Strumica 

YCC – Gostivar 

Youth Educational Forum – YEF 

HERA 

Psihoterapika 

Union of High School Students 

PVN Albania 
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Engagement in Numbers 

 

In 2020 through its activities Ekvalis engaged around 3500 people of which around 680 

direct beneficiaries and 2832 indirect beneficiaries. 

 

Youth Program for Online Activism 

Anti-DiscriminACTion“ - Youth Activists Combating Discrimination and 
Promoting Equality 
Youth Program for Feminist Slam-poetry 

Youth Edu-Kit and Engagement through Youth Campaigns 

Conversation with an Activist 

Ekvalis Summer Festival 

Activist Choir 

Writing for (LGBTIQA+) rights 

Petition with 3000+ signatures 

Day of volunteers 

Direct Youth Work and Informal Learning 
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Income: 

Grant from European 
Endowment for Democracy 

April 614 000 MKD 

Grant from European 
Endowment for Democracy 

August 614 000 MKD 

Grant from the European Youth 
Foundation 

September 471 322 MKD 

Grant from Foundation Open 
Society - Macedonia 

November 525 058 MKD 

Grant from the Helsinki 
Committee for Human Rights 

December 75 229 MKD 

Grant from the European Youth 
Foundation 

December 92 022 MKD 

Grant from European 
Endowment for Democracy 

December 614 000 MKD 

Grant from CFI-media 
development 

December 85 645 MKD 

Financial support from the 
government of the Republic of 
North Macedonia 

December 119 326 MKD 
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Outflow: 

Working materials for all the 
physical activities during 2020 

2020 850 MKD 

Cash withdraw – cost made 
during the 2020, for 
refreshments, local and 
national transport , hygiene 
and disinfection products 

2020 122 711 MKD 

Hotel accommodation for the 
need of EKVALIS activities 

2020 23 292 MKD 

Facebook and Instagram 
sponsorship  

2020 34 659 MKD 

ZOOM subscription 2020 14 406 MKD 

Canva products  2020 213 MKD 

Office rent  2020 214 800 MKD 

Utilities  2020 34 456 MKD 

13th month pay 2020 21 912 MKD 

Salaries  2020 894 857 MKD 

Pension fund 2020 253 886 MKD 

Health fund 2020  101 285 MKD  

Employment fund 2020 16 207 MKD 

Contractual for all experts 
working for EKVALIS activities 

2020 935 422 MKD 

Promotion materials 2020 11 790 MKD 

Web hosting  2020 1 950 MKD 

Accounting  2020 30 798 MKD  

Bank fees 2020 10 128 MKD 

Taxes 2020 186 548 MKD 
 


